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Seminar  
Multimedia coupling of Internet-based and traditional art forms 
 
In connection with the Net.art seminar in the 2007 summer semester (no prerequisite necessary), it 
will no longer only be the Net-genuine art productions that are described, analysed and 
contextualised here.  
In fact, what strikes our interest more are hybrid forms in a multimedia network of digital and 
analogue forms, present both in the Internet as well as in so-called real worlds. Forms which take 
the flowing boundaries between allegedly unbridgeable contrasts into account, such as virtuality, 
fictionality and simulation on the one hand and reality, actuality and truth on the other hand: “[…] 
out of fact and fiction comes faction” (S. Weber). 
 
Artists, who included the Internet in their work as of the middle of the 90s, do not work in a space 
devoid of art history: It was already at the end of the fifties and the beginning of the sixties that 
César, Vostell and Wesselmann integrated functional televisions into their pictures and/or 
sculptures, even before the media combinations of print, mail and telephone by Huebler, Brecht 
and Barry emerged in the sixties and the thereafter media performances staged by Kraynik or Toyo 
Ito in urban areas in the late seventies. Henceforth, the development of communication networks 
provided additional possibilities for media networking, which was used for projects in data networks 
and for installations with electronic networks and which could generate multimedia and multilocal 
productions: such as for example, the light sculpture “Vectorial Elevation” by Rafael Lozano-
Hemmer in 1999/2000, which transformed the Zócalo Square in Mexico City into a relational 
architecture with its orientable light reflectors.  
 
Some other examples: 
Ken Goldberg’s “Telegarden”, installed at the Ars Electronica Center Linz, had been cultivated via 
the Internet by 900 participants in a collective Online-Gardening between 1995 and 2004. Since 
1994 Ricardo Basbaum’s Handlungsfeld “Would you like to participate in an artistic experience?“ is 
using the network-principle of the Internet and distributing a multifunctional unlimited multiple in 
painted steel. In 2003 the performance „Nike Ground“ by 01.org announced with a webpainting in 
Nike-style and a mobile infobox that special selective squares e.g. in Vienna, Tokyo or Sydney will 
renamed as Nike-Square and furnished with Logo-Monuments in red steal. 
 
Further Information:  
http://www.bkb.eyes2k.net/uniHH08.html 


